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Symmetry protected topological states cannot be deformed to a trivial state so long as the symmetry is pre-
served, yet there is no local order parameter that can distinguish them from a trivial state. We demonstrate how
to detect whether a two dimensional ground state has symmetry protected topological order; the measurements
play a similar role as the topological entanglement entropy does for detecting anyons. For any finite Abelian
onsite symmetry, the measurement completely determines the 3rd cohomology class that characterizes the order.
The proposed measurement is validated numerically using the infinite density matrix renormalization group for
a model with Z2 symmetry protected order.
Symmetries have long played an important role in the clas-
sification of phases, traditionally by mapping out the ways
in which they can be spontaneously broken.1 It has since
been discovered that a variety of non-trivial phases occur
in which a) the symmetry is unbroken and b) the ground
state can be adiabatically deformed to a product state along
a path in which the symmetry is broken. This ‘symmetry pro-
tected topological’ (SPT) order is distinguished from symme-
try breaking order by property a), and from ‘intrinsic’ topo-
logical order by property b).1–8 The preeminent example of
an SPT phase in two dimensions (2d) is a fermionic topolog-
ical insulator, which is protected by time reversal and num-
ber conservation,9–11 though recently there has been focus on
SPT phases which require interactions and are protected by
more general symmetries. While 2d SPT states lack any-
onic excitations in the bulk, they are of interest because the
edge states transform under the symmetry in an exotic fashion
which guarantees they are gapless so long as the symmetry
isn’t broken.12–15 In addition, when the edge of an SPT state
is gapped by symmetry breaking perturbations, domain walls
in the symmetry breaking field can host protected states such
as Majorana zero modes.16
It is not yet known how prevalent interacting 2d SPT or-
der is in realistic systems. While numerous exactly soluble
examples have been devised,13–15,17 so far there are few mi-
croscopic models known to have interacting SPT order.18–22
An important tool in the search for SPT order in realistic sys-
tems will be efficient and reliable methods for its numerical
detection, itself a non-trivial problem as interactions are es-
sential and there is no obvious order parameter. There are
numerous methods for measuring intrinsic topological order,
which has anyons. In addition to obtaining the ‘topological
entanglement entropy,’23,24 the set of degenerate ground states
is sufficient to measure the chiral central charge, quantum di-
mensions, braiding, and statistics.23–30 These probes provide
a procedure, applicable to any model of finite size L, for com-
puting the desired (non-local) observable; if the result con-
verges at large L, a robust characteristic of the topological
order has been measured.
For SPT order the above signatures are absent. In this work
we propose two quantities which give ‘smoking gun’ evidence
of 2d SPT order, playing a similar role as topological entan-
glement entropy does for intrinsic topological order. The basic
idea is that for each symmetry g ∈ G we modify the Hamil-
tonian in order to thread g-flux (Fig. 1a), find the resulting
ground state ‘|g〉’ numerically, and test |g〉 for a non-local re-
sponse which is non-zero only when there is SPT order.
This work is organized as follows. We focus on bosonic
phases protected by an onsite symmetry group G, though an-
ticipate an extension to fermions and point group31,32 symme-
tries. After a brief review of 1d SPT order we introduce the
relevant physical responses of a 2d SPT state. We then show
how these responses can be measured numerically. Taking a
more formal turn, we identify the measurement as a charac-
terization of the 3rd group cohomology class [ω] that classi-
fies 2d SPT order;8 the characterization is complete for finite
Abelian symmetries. Finally, we validate the procedure nu-
merically for a model with Z2 SPT order.
To review, the 1d case is well understood. The (point-like)
edge states of a 1d SPT phase have degeneracies which trans-
form projectively under the symmetry. For example, the edge
of the SO(3) symmetric AKLT state4,33 has a spin-1/2 degree
of freedom, but SU(2) represents the rotation group only up
to a phase, i.e., projectively. Inequivalent projective represen-
tations are in one-to-one correspondence with elements of the
2nd group cohomology [ω] ∈ H2(G,U(1)), and it has been
shown that 1d SPT order is completely classified by the ele-
ment [ω] that describes the edge.5–8,34 There is a method for
measuring [ω] numerically given the 1d ground state, which
we review in App. D.35,36
It was subsequently argued in Ref. 8 that 2d SPT phases
are labeled by the elements of the 3rd group cohomology
[ω] ∈ H3(G,U(1)). The physical interpretation of [ω] is
somewhat complex, but the proposed procedure should be un-
derstandable without knowledge of the cohomology formal-
ism.
I. PHYSICAL RESPONSES OF 2D SPT STATES
To detect SPT order we modify the Hamiltonian in order
to introduce extrinsic defect lines (‘flux’) associated with the
symmetry.14,37–41 Let the unitary operator Vg(x0) apply the
symmetry g on all sites of the plane with x < x0. Since g
is a symmetry of the Hamiltonian H , conjugating by Vg(x0)
will change H only in the vicinity of x0, introducing a defect
line. For a finite range Hamiltonian, the defect line has finite
width, which we then take as the definition of a ‘g-defect’ in
any geometry. When the geometry is periodic in x, the system
with g-defect is not unitarily related to the original system,
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2FIG. 1. a) The cylinder with a defect line ‘g’ has interactions modi-
fied on the thick red links, with ground state |g〉. b) Hamiltonian af-
ter one step of the momentum polarization Berry cycle, with ground
state TˆL |g〉. After applying TˆLxL , the Hamiltonian will have a g-
defect at the cut y = y0 in addition to the starting g-defect at x = x0.
c) We define U (g)a to be the operation of locally nucleating an a-
defect line and adiabatically extending it to encircle a g-flux. d) Ef-
fect of a 2pi-rotation on the end of a g-defect: an additional g-defect
encloses the endpoint, equivalent to U (g)g
Fig. 1a, and we say g-flux threads the cylinder. If a g-defect
terminates, Fig. 1c, there is g-flux at the endpoint.
For our purposes there are two relevant responses: g-flux
can bind fractional charge,37,39,41 and g-flux can bind degen-
erate degrees of freedom that transform projectively under the
symmetry.17
First, the binding of charge q to flux Φ is familiar from
the Hall effect, where q = σHΦ; in the absence of anyons,
σH ∈ Ze2/h binds integral charge to integral flux.42 When
fractional flux is threaded, which requires an extrinsic defect,
the fractional charge bound to the flux is protected regardless
of whether the flux is introduced adiabatically: q ∈ σHΦ+eZ.
For discrete symmetries like Z2, the meaning of ‘fractional
charge’ is subtle, so we will define it operationally by giving a
procedure to detect it. Let Ng be the order of g, gNg = 1. An
object has definite g-charge ‘qg’ when it transforms under the
symmetry as gˆ |qg〉 = e2piiqg/Ng |qg〉. The microscopic (un-
fractionalized) degrees of freedom have charges qg ∈ ZNg .
When g-charge qg binds to a g-flux, the result is a ‘dyon’, and
a composite of flux and charge carries spin sg:
e2piisg = eiqgΦg = e2piiqg/Ng , Φg =
2pi
Ng
. (1)
The intuition is that if we picture the charge to be slightly
displaced from the flux, under a rotation the charge will cross
the g-defect, acquiring the above phase. While globally the
spin must be integral, defects have two endpoints which can
have equal and opposite fractional spin. If we can measure the
spin of a g-flux we can determine the fractional charge bound
to it.
However: for a global symmetry, the integral part of the
charge is not well defined, for several reasons we will return
to.39,40 For one, the definition of the defect is ambiguous at its
endpoint, so for microscopic reasons it can bind different local
(integral charge) excitations. In the presence of fractional flux,
integral charge also has fractional spin, so the fractional part
of sg is not well defined. However, the spin under an 2piNg
rotation,
e2piiNgsg = eiqgNgΦg = e2piiqg , (2)
is blind to the integral part of qg , so is well defined locally in
an SPT state. Our first measurement will detect sg , modulo
1/Ng , for each g. Measuring e2piiNgsg 6= 1 for any g implies
SPT order.
The spins are subject to two constraints, discussed further
in App. B. First, sgm = m2sg , which follows from Eq.(1)
assuming the bound charge is proportional to flux. Setting
m = Ng we find e2piiN
2
g sg = 1, implying e2piiNgsg ∈
ZNg . Second, the spins are constant on conjugacy classes,
sgh = shg . This allows us to define the fractional g-charge
bound to the h-flux, and vice versa, via the difference Sgh =
exp(2pii(sgh − sg − sh)), which has a 1/Ngh ambiguity.37
If we were to gauge the SPT state, as described in Ref. 14,
the spins sg are the topological spins of the (anyonic) g-fluxes.
The 1/Ng ambiguity for the SPT state arises because in the
gauged theory we can distinguish between the Ng anyons that
differ by attaching integral g-charges to the flux, while in the
ungauged (SPT) theory we cannot. Likewise, Sgh becomes
the mutual statistics in the gauged theory.39
Second, it is possible for each g-flux to introduce a degener-
acy which transforms projectively under the symmetry group.
This is understood by assuming a 1d SPT state is bound to the
g-defect line, with a degenerate edge state at the terminating
flux.17 It follows that a cylinder with flux, viewed as a 1D sys-
tem, has 1D SPT order. The second measure will determine
the projective representation of the g-flux, which we denote
‘[χg].’
For simplicity, we restrict to the transformation of g-flux
under the action of elements h ∈ G such that hg = gh,
i.e. in the ‘centralizer’ h ∈ Cg . Then for each g the re-
sulting projective representation is classified by some [χg] ∈
H2(Cg, U(1)). The complication for those elements h /∈ Cg
is that the g-defect is permuted by h, an issue we leave to fu-
ture work.
II. DETECTING THE SPIN sg IN NUMERICS
When g-flux threads an open cylinder it results in a dyon at
each endpoint. When an object of spin sg lies at the bound-
ary of a cylinder of circumference Lx, it contributes a linear
momentum of 2piLx sg to the edge. Since the fractional part of
the momentum is equal and opposite on the two edges, the
ground state with a g-flux has ‘momentum polarization.’ Two
recent works have shown how to measure momentum polar-
ization, both for states realized in Landau levels29 and for lat-
tice models.30 In both cases the fractional part of s can be
measured by calculating the Berry phase associated with ro-
tating only the left half of the cylinder. In the continuum, it has
been proven that the momentum polarization measurement is
equivalent to an adiabatic Dehn twist of the space time,29,43
a well-known topological invariant encoded in the modular T
3transformation.25 While the lattice procedure does not have
quite the same level of rigor, we believe it’s status is similar to
the derivation of the topological entanglement entropy.23 For
simplicity we assume here a lattice model. Because the re-
sponse is a polarization effect, it is a property of the bulk, so
an infinitely long cylinder works just as well.29
Let’s review the momentum polarization idea, which we
now generalize in the presence of flux. Let |g〉 be the ground
state with a g-defect running along x = 0, Fig. 1a. Note
that when using finite boundary conditions, if [χg] 6= 1 there
will be degenerate ground states, analogous to the degener-
ate edge states of 1d SPT order, which we address in App. A.
Just as the total momentum is determined by the Berry phase
acquired under a 2pi-rotation of the entire cylinder, the mo-
mentum of the left edge is measured by the Berry phase ac-
quired when only the left half is rotated, shearing the cylin-
der. We must modify the previously proposed procedure be-
cause naively the defect line breaks the rotational symmetry
x → x + 1. The correct rotation translates by one site then
shifts the defect line back by applying the symmetry operator
g along one ‘leg’ of the cylinder,
∏
y gˆx=0,y (a gauge transfor-
mation). The combined translation and gauge transformation,
which we call Tˆ , is a symmetry of the twisted H . In the pres-
ence of a defect TˆLx = gˆ, the global action of the symmetry,
while TˆNgLx = 1. Hence the eigenvalues of Tˆ are now quan-
tized as e
2pii
NgLx
Z.
We now proceed as for the original momentum polarization
calculation. Letting the left/right refer to the regions ±y < y0
for y0 deep in the cylinder, Tˆ is factored into its left and right
components, Tˆ = TˆL⊗ TˆR. We fix the phase ambiguity using
the convention TˆLxNgL |g〉 = |g〉. Under conjugation by TˆL
the Hamiltonian transforms as shown in Fig. 1b. The discrete
Berry connection associated with rotating half the system by
one lattice site is
λg = 〈g| TˆL |g〉 . (3)
On a lattice, the discrete nature of the rotation results in |λ| <
1. While λg itself is non-universal, it generically scales as30
λg = e
2pii
Lx
(sg+iαL
2
x)(1 +O(e−Lx/ξ)) (4)
where α is a complex constant independent of g and sg is
real44. If the system has either mirror symmetry or time re-
versal, α is real. Because the well defined quantity is a Berry
phase, we must complete a cyclic loop in the space of Hamil-
tonians, which requires taking LxNg such steps. The robust
phase factor is
λLxNgg = e
2pii(Ngsg+iNgαL
2
x)(1 +O(e−Lx/ξ)). (5)
We extract sg (modulo Ng) via the ratio
e2piiNgsg =
( |λ1|
|λg|
λg
λ1
)LxNg
(1 +O(e−Lx/ξ)) (6)
At large enough Lx this phase should converge - a mechanical
procedure for detecting sg . In App. C, we explain why, from a
numerical perspective, only λLxNgg is well defined, and hence
there is a 1/Ng ambiguity in sg .
While λg can be evaluated without knowledge of the ES
(for instance in Monte Carlo),30 for matrix product state
(MPS) methods the ES is the most direct route. TˆL oper-
ates only on the left of the cut, so λg depends only on the
reduced density matrix ρg;L, λg = TrL(ρg;LTˆL). The ES is
obtained by diagonalizing ρg;L to obtain the Schmidt states
and probabilities {|g;α〉 , pgα}. Because Tˆ is a symmetry of
the Hamiltonian, the Schmidt states can be chosen such that
TˆL |g;α〉 = e 2piiLx kgα |g;α〉 for some kgα ∈ 1NgZ. By defini-
tion,
λg =
∑
α
pgα 〈g;α| TˆL |g;α〉 =
∑
α
pgαe
2pii
Lx
kgα . (7)
When using MPS the quantum numbers kgα can be obtained
by known methods.28,35
Repeating the momentum polarization procedure in each
flux sector g, we obtain the SPT invariants sg .
III. DETECTING [χg] IN NUMERICS
Non-trivial [χg] means the ends of a g-defect transform pro-
jectively. Viewing the cylinder as a 1d system along the non-
compact direction y, the flux state |g〉must have 1d SPT order
given by [χg] ∈ H2(Cg, U(1)). It has already been deter-
mined how to measure 1d SPT order (App. D).35,36 To mea-
sure [χg], we obtain |g〉 numerically, consider the state to be
a 1d gapped state, and apply the 1d SPT procedure. The re-
striction of χg to the centralizer Cg arises because the ground
state must be symmetric in order to define the 1d SPT order.
The twisted ground states transform as hˆ |g〉 ∝ |hgh−1〉, so
are invariant only under h ∈ Cg .
IV. CALCULATING sg AND [χg] FROM THE
COHOMOLOGY CLASSIFICATION
If sg and [χg] have been obtained from numerics, what does
one learn about the SPT order? Before a more general discus-
sion, we first compute sg in the intuitive K-matrix approach,
referring to Ref. 15 for details on the notation below. Let g
be a symmetry which shifts the fields of the gapless edge by
φ→ φ+ δφg . A g-defect terminating at the edge acts as
Vg(x) = e
iδφgKφ(x)/2pi ≡ eitgφ(x). (8)
The desired spin is the spin of Vg , sg = 12 tgK
−1tg . The 1/Ng
ambiguity in sg arises because we can redefine Vg by any local
bosonic operator, tg → tg+mwithm ∈ ZN an integer vector.
If g, h commute we can define their mutual statistics Sgh =
exp(2pii(sgh−sg−sh)). For the representative tgh = tg+th,
Sgh = exp(2pii tgK
−1th) as usual.37,39
We now consider the more general cohomology classi-
fication, in which the state is characterized by an element
[ω] ∈ H3(G,U(1)).8 Suppose there is g-flux at the origin.
4We define the action of nucleating an a-defect and letting it
adiabatically encircle the g-flux to be U (g)a ,41 Fig. 1c). The
non-trivial nature of g-flux is encoded in the relation
U (g)a U
(g)
b = χg(a, b)U
(g)
ab , (9)
which serves as the definition of χg(a, b). U
(g)
a can be thought
of as the local application of symmetry a to flux g, so Eq. (9)
encodes the projective representation carried by the g-defect.
Specifically, the equivalence class [χg] is the projective rep-
resentation of a g-flux, as determined by the second measure-
ment. However, we will see χg contains universal information
beyond just the equivalence class [χg].
A key result is provided by Ref. 41, where it is explained
that χg is determined by the 3rd cohomology class [ω] through
the ‘slant product’ ig .41,45–47 For each g ∈ G the slant product
maps 3-cochains to 2-cochains, ig : C3 → C2, according to
(igω)(a, b) = χg(a, b) ≡ ω(g, a, b)ω−1(a, g, b)ω(a, b, g).
(10)
where for our purposes we take a, b ∈ Cg . The slant product
commutes with the coboundary operator, d(igω) = ig(dω), so
maps cocycles to cocycles. In particular ig : H3(G,U(1))→
H2(Cg, U(1)), meaning [χg] is independent of the represen-
tative ω, so is a physical observable determined by the second
measurement. There are cases where [χg] = 1 for all g yet
[ω] 6= 1.
The spin sg is more subtle. Suppose there is g-flux at
the origin. Under an adiabatic 2pi rotation of a disc enclos-
ing the origin, the Hamiltonian does not return to itself. In-
stead, an additional g-defect now encloses the origin, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1d. After Ng rotations, we have traversed
a cycle in the space of Hamiltonians, accumulating a phase
(U
(g)
g )Ng . We hypothesize that (U
(g)
g )Ng is the desired Berry
phase e2piiNgsg . By repeated application of Eq. (9),
e2piiNgsg = χg(1, 1)χg(g, g
Ng−1) · · ·χg(g, g2)χg(g, g).
(11)
Since g generates the cyclic groupZNg andH2(ZNg , U(1)) =
1, we can always find phases αg(n) such that
χg(g
m, gn) = αg(n)αg(m)/αg(n+m). (12)
Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11),
e2piiNgsg = αg(0)
αg(1)αg(Ng − 1)
αg(Ng)
· · · αg(1)αg(1)
αg(2)
(13)
= αg(1)
Ng . (14)
Hence we have recovered the spin sg in terms of αg(1), which
was computed from the 3-cocycle ω. If αg(1)Ng is truly mea-
surable it must be independent of the representative αg and
constant over the equivalence class [ω]; both properties are
verified in App. C. It is quite common for αg(1)Ng 6= 1 while
[χg] = 1.
In conclusion, the proposed measurements determine
[χg] = [igω] and αg(1)Ng for each g. For finite Abelian G
the measured responses completely determine [ω], as we will
prove in Sec. VI, giving a physical interpretation of [ω].
FIG. 2. Entanglement spectrum of the trivial/SPT phase (column)
both with with/without a Z2 defect line (row) at circumference
Lx = 6. Red/yellow coloring denotes the Z2 charge of the Schmidt
state. The SPT phase shows a distinctive response to the defect; the
entanglement spectrum is symmetric about quarter-integer momenta.
All |s| < 10−15 except for 2sg = 0.50000055 in the SPT phase.
V. APPLICATION TO A MODEL WITH Z2 SPT ORDER
We apply our technique to a model with SPT order pro-
tected by Z2 symmetry, G = {1, g}.14 There is a unique
non-trivial Z2 SPT phase, for which a representative ω is
such that all ω = 1 except for ω(g, g, g) = −1. The re-
sulting spin is αg(1)2 = e2piisg·2 = −1. On the other hand
H2(Z2, U(1)) = 1, so we must have trivial [χg] = 1. To
add a bit more richness, if we consider the spatial inversion
I : x→ −x we can enlarge the symmetry group to Z2 × Z2.
For the enlarged symmetry we may find [χg] 6= 1, giving us
a chance to check the second type of measurement. While we
haven’t discussed the incorporation of point group symmetries
in general, there is no obstruction for the 1d SPT measurement
because x-inversion looks like an ‘on-site’ operation when the
cylinder is consider to be a 1d system in y.
The Hilbert space is a triangular lattice of Ising spins with a
global symmetry gˆ =
∏
i σ
x
i . We perturb the ‘model’ Hamil-
tonianHSPT defined in Ref. 14 by the Hamiltonian of a trivial
paramagnet HPM = −
∑
i σ
x
i ,
H(λ) = (1− λ)HPM + λHSPT . (15)
H(λ) is unitarily related to H(1 − λ), presumably implying
a phase transition between the trivial and non-trivial phase at
λ = 1/2, the details of which are quite interesting but will not
be investigated here.
The ground states at λ = {1/4, 3/4} were obtained on an
infinite cylinder of circumference Lx = 6 using the infinite
DMRG algorithm, both with and without a g-defect.48–50 In
Fig. 2 we illustrate the entanglement spectrum in all four
cases. We find |sa| < 10−15 in all cases except when λ = 3/4
with a g-defect, in which case 2sg = 0.50000055, in agree-
ment with the prediction from [ω]. The result is essentially
correct to machine precision, a peculiarity of the inversion
symmetry of the model; generically a scaling analysis in Lx
would be necessary.
As for [χg], we follow the 1d SPT procedure (App. D)
in order to obtain unitary matrices U (1/g)I/g acting on the
5Schmidt states, where the superscript (1/g) denotes the ab-
sence/presence of a g-defect and the subscript I/g denotes the
symmetry applied. To review, fixing the ground state in ques-
tion (the superscript), the two matrices UI/g indicate how the
symmetries I, g act on the set of right Schmidt states. These
matrices must form a projective representation of Z2 × Z2,
Eqn. (9). Proceeding both with and without a g-defect, we
measure [χ1], [χg].
For λ = 1/4, we find [U (a)I , U
(a)
g ] = 0 for both a =
1, g, indicating [χa] = 1 is trivial. For λ = 3/4 we find
{U (g)I , U (g)g } = 0, indicating the g-defect has a projective rep-
resentation [χg] = −1. This implies the Levin-Gu model is
non-trivial not just under the onsite Ising symmetry, but under
the interplay of Ising and reflection symmetries.
In addition, we have checked that the measurement remains
robust when additional perturbations are included, though the
simulation becomes difficult near the transition as the entan-
glement increases considerably.
VI. COMPLETENESS OF THE CHARACTERIZATION
FOR FINITE ABELIAN G.
We now prove the measurement is complete for any finite
Abelian symmetry group. Finite Abelian groups are isomor-
phic to G = ZN1 × ZN2 × · · · . By recursive application of
the Ku¨nneth formula, the cohomology of finite Abelian G is
known to be
H3(G,U(1)) =
∏
i
ZNi
∏
i<j
Z(Ni,Nj)
∏
i<j<k
Z(Ni,Nj ,Nk),
(16)
where i, j, k label cyclic subgroups and (a, b, · · · ) =
gcd(a, b, · · · ). In the language of Ref. 46, the three compo-
nents are referred to as type I, II, and III, and depend on the
interplay between 1, 2 and 3 cyclic subgroups respectively.
We will identify how each term is determined by the mea-
sured invariants sg, [χg], demonstrating that the measurement
is complete.
We will conclude that the data
∏
i ZNi is determined by the
spin sg of each generator; the data
∏
i<j Z(Ni,Nj) is deter-
mined by the statistics Sgh between each pair of generators;
and the data
∏
i<j<k Z(Ni,Nj ,Nk) is determined by the 1d SPT
order of a i-defect with respect to symmetry group j × k, the
other permutations giving non-independent results.
We proceed concretely, by writing down representative 3-
cocycles of type I, II, and III and computing the invariants.
Since the invariants behave multiplicatively under multipli-
cation of the 3-cocycles ( for instance, when ω → ω · ω′,
s → s · s′), we can analyze each type separately. Our no-
tation will be that of Ref. 46, Sec. 2.3. We use an addi-
tive notation for G, assigning to each group element a vector
~g ∈ ZN1 × ZN2 × · · · , with components gi. We denote the
generator of cyclic subgroup i by gˆi, so that g = gigˆi. We let
[gi] denote gi mod Ni.
A. Type I
The Type I terms involve each cyclic subgroup individually,
and assign a spin to the generator of the subgroup. A repre-
sentative ω is
ω(a, b, c) = e
2pii
∑
i
pIi
N2
i
ai(bi+ci−[bi+ci])
. (17)
The pIi are integers enumerating the distinct cohomology
classes. ω is invariant under pIi → pIi + Ni, since (bi + ci −
[bi + ci]) ∈ Ni · Z. Hence pI ∼
∏
i ZNi , giving the first
component ofH3.
The slant product gives trivial 2-cocycles, which are easy
to compute due to the symmetry in the last two indices:
χg(a, b) = e
2pii
∑
i
pIi
N2
i
gi(ai+bi−[ai+bi])
= dαg (18)
αg(a) = e
2pii
∑
i
pIi
N2
i
giai
. (19)
We conclude that
[χg] = 1 (trivial) (20)
e2piisg = e
2pii
∑
i
pIi
N2
i
(gi)
2
. (21)
The spin of generator i, which we denote by si, is
e2piiNisi = e
2pii
pIi
Ni ∈ ZNi . (22)
Hence the Type I cocycle is detected by the measured spins
of the generators. The ‘statistics’ between the different cyclic
subgroups are trivial.
In the K-matrix formalism in a basis where tg = ~g, the
Type I contribution is the diagonal of the K-matrix, pIi =
Kii
15,39.
B. Type II
The Type II terms involve pairs of cyclic subgroups, and
assign nontrivial mutual statistics between their generators. A
representative ω is
ω(a, b, c) = e
2pii
∑
i<j
pIIij
NiNj
ai(bj+cj−[bj+cj ])
. (23)
The pIIij are integers enumerating the distinct cohomology
classes. The cocycle is invariant (up to a coboundary) under
pIIij → pIIij + gcd(Ni, Nj), so pII ∼
∏
i<j Z(Ni,Nj), giving
the second component ofH3.
The slant product again gives trivial 2-cocycles,
χg(a, b) = e
2pii
∑
i<j
pIIij
NiNj
gi(aj+bj−[aj+bj ])
= dαg (24)
αg(a) = e
2pii
∑
i<j
pIIij
NiNj
giaj
. (25)
6We conclude that
[χg] = 1 (trivial) (26)
e2piisg = e
2pii
∑
i<j
pIIij
NiNj
gigj
. (27)
In particular, the spin of the generators are trivial,
e2piiNisi = 1. (28)
However, the statistics are not trivial. Recall that the statistics
between g, h are defined by Sgh = exp(2pii(sgh − sh − sh)).
We will let Sij denote the statistics between the generators
of cyclic subgroups i, j, which we measure numerically from
the spin sgˆigˆj , with gˆi, gˆj the generators of the two subgroups.
The order of gˆigˆj is NiNj/(Ni, Nj), with corresponding am-
biguity in Sij . We find
S
NiNj/(Ni,Nj)
ij = e
2piipIIij /(Ni,Nj) ∈ Z(Ni,Nj). (29)
Hence the Type II cocycles are determined by the numerically
measured spin of the defect gˆigˆj .
In the K-matrix formalism in a basis where tg = ~g, the
Type II contribution comes from the off-diagonals of the K-
matrix, pIIij = 2Kij
15,39.
C. Type III
The Type III cocycles involve triples of subgroups, and de-
termine the projective representations of the defects. A repre-
sentative ω is
ω(a, b, c) = e
2pii
∑
i<j<k
pIIIijk
(Ni,Nj,Nk)
aibjck (30)
The slant product gives non-trivial 2-cocycles,
χg(a, b) = e
2pii
∑
i<j<k
pIIIijk
(Ni,Nj,Nk)
(giajbk−aigjbk+aibjgk)
.
(31)
To compute the spin sg , we restrict χg to entries of the form
χg(mg, ng) = e
2piimn
∑
i<j<k
pIIIijk
(Ni,Nj,Nk)
gigjgk (32)
= fm·n, f = e
2pii
∑
i<j<k
pIIIijk
(Ni,Nj,Nk)
gigjgk
(33)
Note that there is no need to explicitly keep track of the mod-
ular nature of m,n, since f ∈ Z(Ni,Nj ,Nk) and the order of g
must be a multiple of (Ni, Nj , Nk). We conclude that
αg(m) = (f)
−m2 (34)
e2piiNgsg = f−Ng = 1. (35)
Hence all sg (and so Sij) are trivial.
On the other hand, [χg] is determined by applying the 1d
SPT measurement. To prove that knowing [χg] for all g
uniquely determines pIII , we need to show that for each ijk
we obtain an independent Z(Ni,Nj ,Nk) invariant. We note that
the [χg] are subject to a constraint,
[χg][χh] = [χgh], (36)
which follows from the brute force calculation
χgh
χgχh
= δ
ω(g, h, ◦)ω(◦, g, h)
ω(g, ◦, h) . (37)
Physically, this is necessary because there is 1d SPT order [χg]
on each g-defect: under fusion of the defects the SPT order
should fuse via multiplication for consistency. In this sense
the slant-product gives a cohomology valued representation
of G, [χ◦] ∈ H1(G,H2(G,U(1))).
Picking any triple i, j, k, we introduce an i-defect and mea-
sure the 1d SPT order with respect to the symmetry j × k
to obtain an element of H1(ZNi ,H2(ZNj × ZNk , U(1))) =
Z(Ni,Nj ,Nk). Permutations of the same triplet ijk (e.g., intro-
ducing a j-defect and measuring 1d SPT order with respect to
symmetry ik), do not give independent measurements, due to
the symmetric nature of the Type III cocycle, Eq. (30). Hence
pIII is determined by the measurements of [χg].
In conclusion, pI , pII , and pIII have been given in terms
of the measured invariants sg , [χg], proving the proposed pro-
cedure is complete. Type I, II, and III cocycles can be inter-
preted as the spin, mutual statistics, and projective character
of extrinsic symmetry defects, in agreement with our earlier
interpretation.
Conclusion. We have proposed a method for numerically
detecting the SPT order of a 2d ground state and validated
the proposal for a Z2 phase. In addition to applying the
method to (as yet undiscovered) microscopic models, the ap-
proach should be extended to fermions, anti-unitary and point
group symmetries. One should also prove whether the pro-
cedure gives a complete characterization for non-Abelian G.
It should also be possible to characterize symmetry enriched
topological order by threading g-flux in each anyonic sector.
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Appendix A: Ground state degeneracy of an open cylinder and
‘decorated domain walls.’
An SPT state on a closed surface has a unique ground state.
However, in certain cases the presence of boundaries and a
g-defect leads to degenerate local degrees of freedom on the
edge. This is because when [χg] 6= 1, the state |g〉 has 1d
SPT order, with the requisite protected edge states required to
represent G projectively.
To calculate λg we must consider a non-Abelian Berry con-
nection. Let |g; a〉 denote the ath ground state in the presence
of a g-defect. We define
λg;ab = 〈g; a| TˆL |g; b〉 . (A1)
Following similar arguments as for the non-degenerate case,
at large Lx we should find λg;ab = e−2piαLx λˆg;ab, where λˆg
is unitary. We claim
e2piiNgsg1 = λˆNgLxg (A2)
Qˆg = λˆ
Lx
g . (A3)
The eigenvalues of Qˆg , eigvals(Qˆg) = ~Qg , can be consid-
ered the ‘fractional charges’ of the edge states in the pres-
ence of a g-defect. The fractional charges take values in
Qag ∈ e2pii(sg+
1
Ng
Z), from which Eq. (A2) follows.
The ‘decorated domain wall’ construction17 is a natural
case for which [χg] 6= 1, guaranteeing degenerate edge states.
In this construction the symmetry group takes the form G =
G1 × G2. One can imagine that bound to every domain wall
of the symmetry G1 is a 1d SPT phase in H2(G2, U(1)) (the
‘decoration’). For example, for G = Z2 × SO(3), one can
suppose that attached to every Z2 domain wall is a 1d AKLT
chain with respect to SO(3)4. Since the domain walls in G1
are labeled by elements g1 ∈ G1, the decorated domain walls
are naturally described by objects
[χg1 ] ∈ H2(G2, U(1)), (A4)
which means there is 1d SPT order [χg1 ] on every g1-domain
wall. From the definition of the slant product, they are subject
to the constraint [χg1 ][χh1 ] = [χg1h1 ], which is required for
8physical consistency. In the absence of an external g1-defect,
the ground state is composed of fluctuations in which the G1
defects crossing the line y = 0 must fuse to the identity. For
example, if G1 = Z2 there must be an even number of do-
main walls crossing y = 0. In this case the decorations fuse
to a ‘trivial’ 1d SPT phase along the cylinder. If we thread an
external g1-defect, however, the defects crossing y = 0 fuse to
g1, leading to 1d SPT order [χg1 ]. The second proposed mea-
surement measures precisely this [χg1 ], so can be understood
as characterizing the decoration of domain walls.
We note in passing that in certain cases one may mea-
sure numerically that [χweak] ≡ [χ1] 6= 1. In this case we
have a ‘weak’ topological invariant which comes from view-
ing the 2d system as 1d system along a given direction. Pre-
sumably the ‘strong’ 2d invariant we are interested in comes
from dividing out this factor from all other measurements,
[χstrong:g] = [χg]/[χweak].
Appendix B: The spin of a dyon and constraints on sg .
For readers bothered by our discussion of the angular mo-
mentum of a dyon, we give a more detailed account. The
precise meaning of ‘charge’ is synonymous with ‘represen-
tation.’ If an object |R〉 has definite charge R, it transforms
under g ∈ G as gˆ |R〉 = R[g] |R〉, where R is a representation
(possibly multidimensional) of G. When charge R binds to
flux g, under a 2pi rotation the dyon transforms asR[g]. For an
SPT phase, there is no way to locally assign a definite charge
R to a defect. But under a 2piNg rotation this ambiguity is ir-
relevant, as R[g]Ng = 1 by the definition of a representation.
However, because we can adiabatically perform the 2piNg ro-
tation, we can assign to the process a well defined Berry-phase
e2piiNgsg , which we equate with the ‘fractional g-charge.’
We now prove the two constraints on sg from a mathemat-
ical perspective. The first, sgm = m2sg , follows directly
from the discussion of Type I cohomology classes, Eq. (21).
Since the spin can be computed using the symmetry proper-
ties only of the cyclic subgroup {1, g, g2, · · · }, it is irrelevant
whether the group is non-Abelian. Second, while the con-
straint sgh = shg should be in principle derivable from the
properties of the slant-product, it is quite obvious from the
numerical procedure. Under the global action of h, state with
g-flux transform according to hˆ |g〉 = |hgh−1〉, which follows
from the definition of the defects. Now hˆ is a rotationally
symmetric, onsite, unitary transformation, which manifestly
leaves the formula for momentum polarization, Eq. (3), in-
variant. Hence sg = shgh−1 , implying the desired relation.
Appendix C: Uniqueness of αg(1)Ng and λ
NgLx
g
a. αg(1)Ng . The phases αg were defined by the prop-
erty dαg = χg when χg is restricted to the cyclic group
{gn} ∼ ZNg . We must show αg(1)Ng is well defined due
to two ambiguities. First, αg is ambiguous up to a phase
αg → αgφg satisfying dφg = 1 (d is the coboundary oper-
ator). If dφg = 1 , then φg is a (non-projective) representation
of ZNg , implying φg(1) ∈ e2pi/NgZ, so αg(1)Ng is invariant
under such a redefinition. Second, under a change of repre-
sentative ω → ω · dθ, χg will change, and hence αg . Using
the fact ig(ω · η) = igω · igη, we find
χg → χg · igdθ = χg · digθ (C1)
αg(m)→ αg(m)θ(g, gm)/θ(gm, g). (C2)
Hence αg(1)Ng is again unchanged.
b. λNgLxg . We comment on why, from a numerical per-
spective, λNgLxg is well defined (and hence e2piiNgsg ), while
λg is not. On the finite cylinder it arises for one of two
reasons. On the one hand, there may be protected degen-
erate edge states, and the non-Abelian procedure defined in
App. A is necessary. Even if there is no degeneracy, for mi-
croscopic reasons that depend on the details of the edge and
the definition of the defect there, the edge can bind an arbi-
trary amount of T -charge in units of 2pi/LxNg , which takes
λg → λge2piin/LxNg . This phase cancels in λNgLxg .
On an infinite cylinder it arises because the charge of an
infinite Schmidt state is ill-defined: only the relative charge
between Schmidt states is well defined. Hence the charges
e
2pii
NgLx
kgα can only be assigned modulo a phase eiθ common
to all α, which takes λg → eiθλg . However, our Berry phase
convention required TˆLxNgL = 1, which fixes θ ∈ 2pin/LNg .
Hence λLxNgg is well defined in either case.
Appendix D: The cohomology classification of 1d SPT order and
its numerical detection
Here we briefly review why SPT order in 1d is classi-
fied by H2(G,U(1)) and how the order can be measured
numerically.5,35,36 We refer to Ref. 35 for a very pedagogical
and detailed presentation. While these works have proposed a
variety of measures usable with matrix product states (MPS),
Monte Carlo, and perhaps even experiment, we will focus on
the MPS method used in this work.
How is the cocycle [ω] ∈ H2(G,U(1)) encoded in a 1d
ground state, and what is a ‘cocycle’ in the first place? Con-
sider an infinite gapped 1d spin chain with ground state |ψ〉.
Choosing some point along the chain, we can divide the chain
into the left/right regions and perform an entanglement cut
with Schmidt decomposition |ψ〉 = ∑i si |i〉L |i〉R. The
Schmidt decomposition is unique up to degeneracies in si; for
each M -fold degenerate set of si, there is a U(M) freedom in
the Schmidt decomposition.
Let g ∈ G be an onsite symmetry, so that the global action
can be factored into a part acting to the left and right of the
cut: gˆ =
∏
n gˆ
n = gˆL ⊗ gˆR. From the assumption that |ψ〉
is symmetric, one can prove that there must exist a unitary
matrix Ug acting on the right Schmidt states such that
gˆR |ψ〉 =
∑
i
si |i〉L (gˆR |i〉R) =
∑
i,j
si |i〉L Ug;ij |j〉R .
(D1)
9Further investigation proves that Ug commutes with diag(s),
so that Ug and diag(s) can be simultaneously diagonalized. In
this basis (which is still a Schmidt decomposition),
gˆR |i〉R = Ug;ii |i〉R . (D2)
SoUg , by definition, encodes the charges of the Schmidt states
under g.
The essence of 1d SPT order is this: even when two symme-
tries g, h classically commute, it is still possible that UgUh 6=
UhUg . In other words, we cannot simultaneously assign def-
inite g and h charge to the Schmidt states even though the
symmetries commute!
The rest is a mathematical elaboration of this fact, which is
encoded in ‘group cohomology.’ Careful consideration shows
that the overall U(1) phase of Ug is ill-defined. Physically this
is because the ‘total’ charge of a Schmidt state (which lives on
a half-infinite chain) is ill-defined; only the relative charges
between Schmidt states are well defined. We will return to this
ambiguity when we discuss how Ug is computed numerically.
In the main text Ug/I are precisely these U , for the Ising
and inversion symmetry respectively. They were calculated
for the ground state without and with a Z2 flux, giving four
matrices: U (1/g)g/I .
One might naively think that the set of Ug for g ∈ G would
form a representation of G, but because of the U(1) phase
ambiguity they in fact form a projective representation5. The
definition of a projective representation is that if we arbitrarily
fix a phase for each Ug , we find
UgUh = ω(g, h)Ugh (D3)
where ω(g, h) are U(1) phases called the ‘factor set.’ In the
language of group cohomology, ω is a ‘2-cochain,’ which
means it is a function ω : G×G→ U(1).
The phases ω are subject to a constraint, and have an ambi-
guity. The constraint arises because the Ug are matrices, and
matrix multiplication is associative. By repeated application
of Eq. (D3),
(UfUg)Uh = Uf (UgUh) (D4)
ω(f, g)UfgUh = ω(g, h)UfUgh (D5)
ω(f, g)ω(fg, h)Ufgh = ω(f, gh)ω(g, h)Ufgh (D6)
ω(f, g)ω(fg, h) = ω(f, gh)ω(g, h). (D7)
This constraint is called the ‘cocycle constraint.’ A 2-cochain
which obeys this constraint is a ‘2-cocycle.’
Now the ambiguity. The Ug were defined by an arbitrary
choice of phase convention, so suppose we change this con-
vention by defining Vg = f(g)Ug for a set of U(1) phases
f(g). f is a 1-cochain, meaning f : G→ U(1). The V obey
VgVh = f(g)f(h)UgUh = f(g)f(h)ω(g, h)Ugh (D8)
= f(g)f(h)f−1(gh)ω(g, h)Vgh = ω′(g, h)Vgh
(D9)
ω′(g, h) ≡ f(g)f(h)f−1(gh)ω(g, h). (D10)
The redefinition acts rather like a gauge transformation on the
ω. We say that two 2-cochains ω, ω′ are ‘cohomologous’ or
‘equivalent’ if there exists some 1-cochain f such that
ω′(g, h) = f(g)f(h)f−1(gh)ω(g, h)↔ ω′ ∼ ω. (D11)
The set of 2-cochains subject to the constraint of Eq. (D7)
but modulo the ambiguity of Eq. (D11) is called the 2nd-
cohomology class, H2(G,U(1)): G denotes the symmetry
group, and U(1) the fact that each ω is a U(1) phase. An
element inH2 is denoted by [ω]; the brackets indicate that we
are concerned with ω only modulo the equivalence relation.
The set of [ω] can be endowed with group structure by defin-
ing [ω][ω′] = [ωω′], where (ωω′)(g, h) = ω(g, h)ω′(g, h),
which one can check indeed defines an Abelian group.
The reason H2 leads to a physical distinction between
phases is twofold. First, [ω] is indeed physically measurable,
because as we will show the Ug (modulo a phase), and hence
ω (modulo the equivalence relation), can be measured from
the ground state. Second, H2(G,U(1)) is a discrete group.
For instance, H2(Z2 × Z2, U(1)) = Z2. Since we have a as-
signed a discrete invariant to any gapped state, it can’t change
continuously. What breaks down at a continuous phase tran-
sition is that the Schmidt decomposition is ill-defined, due to
a logarithmic divergence in the entanglement entropy.
To extract Ug numerically, we focus on the infinite case in
which |ψ〉 is given as a matrix product state in canonical form:
|ψ〉 =
∑
{jn}
[· · · sΓj0sΓj1sΓj2 · · · ] |· · · j0j1j2 · · ·〉 (D12)
Here the jm denote a basis for the local Hilbert space at sitem;
s = diag(s) is a diagonal matrix of the Schmidt values; and Γj
is a set of matrices, one for each basis state j. The matrices are
all multiplied in the order indicated. For a translation invariant
state, the Γ do not depend on the site.
A beautiful property of MPS is that they immediately give
the Schmidt decomposition. Let’s perform a cut into regions
L = {· · · ,−2,−1}, R = {0, 1, · · · }. The right Schmidt
states are
|i〉R =
∑
{jn}
[
Γj0sΓj1sΓj2 · · · ]
i
|j0j1j2 · · ·〉 . (D13)
While the matrices are contracted out to infinity on the right,
on the left Γj0 is a matrix with an un-contracted row, indexed
by i. For each i, we obtain a state in the right half of the
system, which is the Schmidt state |i〉R.
To extract Ug , we apply Eq. (D1) to the MPS representation
Eq. (D13). Let gjj¯ be the matrix which applies the symmetry
g to a single site, and define the following ‘transfer matrix:’
T
(g)
rr¯;cc¯ =
∑
j,j¯
gjj¯Γ
j
rcΓ¯
j¯
r¯c¯scsc¯. (D14)
Consistency between Eq.(D1) and Eq.(D13) demands that Ug
is an eigenvector of T (g) with an eigenvalue of magnitude 1:
Ug;r,r¯ = e
iθ
∑
c,c¯
T
(g)
rr¯;cc¯Ug;c,c¯. (D15)
10
It is known that T (g) has a unique eigenvalue of magnitude
1, and all other eigenvalues have lesser magnitude. It follows
that given the data s,Γ which define the MPS, we can form
T (g) and (numerically) find its dominant eigenvector in order
to determine Ug . The overall phase of Ug is arbitrary, since it
is defined only by an eigen-relation.
